Higher education and research

Higher education and research policies are currently a hot spot in the political debate, while numerous reforms are being successively implemented. LIEPP's "Higher education and research" group gathers sociologists, economists, and political scientists wishing to develop an interdisciplinary approach to analyze and evaluate the effects of these public policies. Their research focuses more precisely on the conception and the implementation of policies aiming to emulate excellence in research, on the effects of project-based modes of research financing, and on the organisation of research units (critical size, diversity).

See all publications related to the theme "Higher education" [1].
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- Genre et promotions : enquête sur les économistes en France [2]
- Mise à l'agenda des politiques d'excellence [2]
- Appel d'offres Initiative d'excellence : Etude de la réponse de trois établissements [2]
- Effets de pairs dans la recherche académique [2]
- Biais dans le processus éditorial des revues [2]
- Mesure de l'excellence [2]
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